This paper proposes a new principle for designing MAC protocols for spread spectrum based ad hoc networks -inducing spatial clustering in contending transmitters/receivers. We first highlight the advantages of spread spectrum in handling quality of service (QoS) requirements, enhancing energy efficiency, and enabling spatial multiplexing of bursty traffic. Then, based on stochastic geometric models and simulation, we show how idealized contention resolution among randomly distributed nodes results in clustering of successful transmitters and receivers, in turn leading to efficient spatial reuse. This motivates the central idea of the paper which is to explicitly induce clustering among contending nodes to achieve even better spatial reuse. We propose two distributed mechanisms to realize such clustering and show substantial capacity gains over simple random access/ALOHAlike and even RTS/CTS based protocols.We examine under what regimes such gains can be achieved, and how clustering and contention resolution mechanisms should be optimized to do so. We propose the design of ad hoc networks supporting hop-by-hop relaying on different spatial scales. By allowing nodes to relay beyond the set of nearest neighbors using varying transmission ranges (scales), one can reduce the number of hops between a source and destination so as to meet end-to-end delay requirements. To that end we propose a multi-scale MAC clustering and power control mechanism to support transmissions with different ranges while achieving high spatial reuse. The considerations, analysis and simulations included in this paper suggest that the principle of inducing spatial clustering in contention has substantial promise towards achieving high spatial reuse, QoS, and energy efficiency in spread spectrum ad hoc networks.
INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been extensive research towards understanding the asymptotic 'capacity' scaling of fixed and mobile ad hoc networks see e.g. [7] [6] . In practice, however, maximizing capacity is but one of a myriad of possible design goals. At least two other objectives are critical in some ad hoc network applications: energy efficiency and quality of service(QoS). In order to design such networks one must be able to appreciate tradeoffs among the various figures of merit. One should not, for example, consider system capacity without tieing it to energy efficiency, or, for some applications, consider 'capacity' without an understanding of the quality of service, e.g., delays, one will incur. In this paper we consider spread spectrum based ad hoc networks. Our premise is that such networks are well suited to meet quality of service and energy efficiency requirements while still providing good overall network capacity if suitable MAC and routing algorithms are devised. Our focus will be on ad hoc networks that are fairly dense, i.e., the number of nodes within a typical node's transmission range is high, and in which an individual traffic load generated by a node may be bursty but requires only a fraction of the total system 'capacity', e.g., data and voice traffic. Below we discuss our motivation for considering this scenario in more detail along with related work in this area.
Is nearest neighbor routing optimal? One of the basic insights provided by recent work on the capacity scaling of ad hoc networks is that it is maximized by relaying traffic along nearest neighbor paths to a destination. Indeed it turns out to be better to maximize the density of concurrent transmissions in order to achieve a maximum amount of forward progress, i.e., bits-meter/sec. However, long range relaying may still be appealing considering the following aspects: End-to-end delay. In practice when nearest neighbor routing is used, a packet may need to be relayed by a large number of nodes prior to reaching its destination. Each in-termediate node would typically incur a delay, depending on the MAC protocol's contention overheads, making it difficult to meet end-to-end delay requirements. Energy. Using nearest neighbor routing, intermediate nodes would typically be switching among transmit, receive and idle modes, further decreasing the amount of time they can spend in the sleep mode. Depending on the actual energy characteristics of the nodes the first three modes can be fairly energy hungry [16] . An alternative would be to permit nodes to use longer transmission distances and relay through nodes that are in a larger 'neighborhood.' This would allow for paths with fewer hops between the source and destination, possibly enabling a larger number of nodes to dwell in the energy efficient sleep mode. Load balancing. More nodes are available within longer transmission range as candidates for relaying and thus routing protocols may exploit this to achieve load balancing, which in turn results in better delay performance and energy savings. However, long range relaying might require higher transmission power levels for successful reception, and increase interference, possibly compromising network capacity, since more nodes are affected by the associated higher power levels -this is particularly the case in dense networks. This could be very inefficient when traffic is bursty, as additional contention is required to serialize transmissions, and might lead once again to poor delay performance. An approach which enables concurrent overlapping of transmissions and flexible resource allocation among traffic is thus desirable.
Why use spread spectrum? In a regime where (some) nodes use longer transmission ranges, with a view on meeting QoS service requirements and/or better energy efficiency, a CDMA based physical layer has some key advantagessome of which are akin to those already exploited in cellular networks. Specifically consider a direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) system with spreading factor m. When a receiver de-spreads its received signal using the associated code, it can recover the transmitted signal with a reduced interference from other transmissions. It roughly sees only 1/m of the interference before de-spreading. 1 As long as the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) after de-spreading exceeds a certain threshold β, the transmission will be successful. This ability of a receiver to decode a signal in the presence of a substantial number of concurrent transmissions is referred as interference averaging and has the following advantages: 'Spatial multiplexing'. Because receivers can tolerate such fluctuations in interference, the network can statistically multiplex concurrent overlapping bursty traffic, e.g., on/off voice streams. A general example of such 'spatial multiplexing' is shown in Fig. 1 , where applications sharing the network may have different QoS requirements and possibly require different relay scales, e.g., delay-sensitive applications may prefer to use long relay distances and high transmission power to achieve reduced end-to-end delays while best effort traffic can use shorter relay distances and low transmission power allowing for enhancing overall throughput. Such multiscale spatial multiplexing achieves efficient spatial/spectrum reuse, even with heterogeneous flows. Power control. The ability to average interference, can also 1 We consider codes generated by PN sequences which are quasi-orthogonal and conservatively assume that PN code cross-correlation is 1 m [4] . help in managing spatial inhomogeneities in nodes' locations, and permit distributed power control with graceful degradation -e.g., when the power levels among various transmit nodes are not optimally selected due to the lack of central management/global information in an ad hoc network. Robustness. Critical problems such as hidden or exposed terminals in narrow band systems are no longer as prominent in spread spectrum based ad hoc networks, while the 'near-far' problem can be mitigated via spreading gain and proper power control. These advantages may potentially simplify MAC design and operation. What are the design challenges for efficient MAC? In addition to a spread spectrum based physical layer, supporting applications with different QoS requirements and achieving energy savings also require MAC design to address several challenges. First, to allow nodes to use 'long' transmission ranges without significantly compromising capacity requires a MAC that achieves particularly efficient spatial reuse. Indeed, it has been shown that the fundamental scaling of capacity decreases quadratically with transmission range [8] [1] [19] . Second, nodes may use power control in order to realize energy savings. Yet heterogeneous power levels cause carrier sensing, commonly used in MAC for collision avoidance purposes, to be unreliable since a transmitter with strong power may fail to detect an existing transmission using small transmission power and thus severely interfere with that transmission. In this paper we investigate fundamental strategies to devise such MAC protocols and exploit the tradeoffs among QoS, energy efficiency and spatial reuse in spread spectrum ad hoc networks. Detailed implementations are not in the scope of this paper. Related work. There has been a history and recently a resurgence of interest in using spread spectrum in ad hoc networks [12] [14] , suggesting some of the advantages mentioned above.
MAC protocol design for spread spectrum ad hoc networks has been studied in recent work. In [3] joint power control and scheduling are considered so as to achieve optimal spatial reuse but assuming a centralized scheduler to solve a global optimization problem. Such centralized implementation may not be feasible in a distributed system. In [14] a random access/ALOHA-like protocol, which is simple to implement but inefficient from a spatial reuse perspective, is proposed. This will be shown later in this paper. MAC designs using local signaling among nodes [5] [9] [11] , e.g., exchanging request-to-send(RTS)/(clear-to-send)CTS messages over a common code/frequency control channel, realize transmitter-receiver hand-shaking and may improve the performance over random access schemes. However, they usually assume signaling itself in the control channel is contention free, which may not be true in a practical system. Main contributions and organization of the paper. In Section 2, we introduce an appropriate model and notation, which will serve to highlight the role interference plays in a spread spectrum system. In Section 3, we review some basic MAC designs and discuss their ability to realize tradeoffs among QoS, energy and capacity. Then, by studying an idealized contention resolution mechanism, we identify a key feature of efficient MAC protocols for spread spectrum based ad hoc networks -clustered packing of concurrent transmissions. In Section 4, we motivate the study of a novel MAC design approach: inducing spatial clustering among contending nodes to further enhance spatial reuse. To this end, we propose and analyze two distributed algorithms that achieve such clustering. Through analysis and simulation we are able to show substantial capacity gains over simple random access/ALOHA-like and RTS/CTS based protocols, when clustering mechanisms are properly optimized. We propose a multi-scale MAC clustering and power control mechanism to enable transmissions with different ranges and support heterogeneous applications QoS requirements, while still achieving efficient spatial reuse. We briefly discuss some implementation issues in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
To our knowledge there is no previous work suggesting the benefits of clustered contention processes at the MAC layer of spread spectrum ad hoc networks nor how they might be optimized to realize its substantial promise towards achieving high spatial reuse, QoS and energy efficiency.
MODELING INTERFERENCE AND SPATIAL REUSE IN SPREAD SPECTRUM SYSTEMS
The capacity of an ad hoc network is fundamentally constrained by interference among concurrent transmissions. An efficient MAC design requires one to achieve a high degree of spatial reuse while maintaining acceptable interference levels among scheduled transmissions. In this section, we define a network and traffic model, to capture the nature of interference in spread spectrum ad hoc networks and propose a novel 'dumbbell' model as a means to visualize spatial reuse in such systems.
Network and traffic model. We begin by introducing, and then elaborating on, a simple stochastic geometric model for transmitters and receivers in an ad hoc network. The simplicity is key to allowing tractable analysis, yet the salient characteristics are still captured. We assume that a set of transmit nodes (including nodes relaying packets) are spatially distributed according to a homogenous Poisson point process with intensity λ [18] . Nodes are interchangeably referred to/by their locations. Each transmitter is assumed to be sending to a receiver, which is modeled as being at a random location a distance d away. For simplicity, we will assume receive nodes, are always available at these randomly selected locations. For reasons explained earlier, our initial focus and model are geared at investigating the scenario where the transmit range d exceeds the typical nearest neighbor distance. The model captures a homogenous offered load where packets are typically relayed along hops with a transmission range d, leading to a homogenous distribution of transmitters. We shall further assume there is no mobility in the time scale of transmissions, and that transmissions are synchronous, or at least approximately so. As discussed in [17] an approximate synchronization provides significant advantages. See also [14] [13] for representative protocols based on synchronized contention. Interference and outage probability. We capture the spatial attenuation of signal power using a basic path loss model where if a transmitter uses a power level ρ the receive power at a distance d is given by ρr(d) = ρ × d −α . The path loss exponent α is typically assumed to be between 3 and 5. A receiver, in our model, sees the degraded powers from other concurrent transmitters, as interference, albeit reduced by spread spectrum processing gain. Outage happens when the SINR at the receiver does not exceed a certain threshold, resulting in an unsuccessful transmission.
To evaluate the outage probability we condition on a typical transmitter at the origin O giving what is known as the Palm distribution for transmitters on the plane [18] . By Slivnyak's Theorem [18] this conditional distribution is also a homogenous Poisson point process with intensity λ with an additional point at the origin. Now shifting this entire point process so that the receiver associated with the desired transmitter lies at the origin, we have that conditional distribution of interferers (excluding the transmitter of interest) is a homogenous Poisson point process with intensity λ. We shall denote this shifted point process of interferer locations by Π = {Xi, i ∈ N}. As mentioned earlier an outage event occurs when, after de-spreading, the SINR is below some threshold, β. Thus mathematically, for conventional DS-CDMA, the outage probability for a typical receiver po(λ, d), which depends on the intensity of transmitters and transmission range, is given by
where |Xi| denotes the Euclidean distance from interferer i to the receiver located at the origin. 2 Note we have neglected the role of ambient noise since the capacity of a dense network is mostly interference constrained. The outage probability for a transmission is a critical performance metric, because it not only represents a failed transmission, but also, wasted energy, violation in QoS requirements, e.g., possibly by requiring retransmission, and thus inducing additional overall load on the network. Critical interference range. The interference term defined in (1), i.e.,
−α does not generally have a closed-form distribution. This makes the outage probability 2 Such attenuation law has a simple form but is unrealistic when |Xi| < 1. However it will not change the analytical results since there will be an outage anyway. One can use more realistic attenuation functions like |Xi + 1|
−α and the analysis will basically remain the same. difficult to compute. Note the special case where α = 4 does have a closed-form solution, see [15] , which we will use later. There are, however, more intuitive ways to understand interference and outage in this model. In particular, let us consider the rough geometry of transmission and interference ranges. Note that the aggregate interference is the sum of noni.i.d. random variables. Interferers in the 'near' field of a typical receiver contribute very strong interference. 'Far' field interferers may still potentially contribute enough aggregate interference to cause an outage although each transmitter only contributes a small amount due to path loss. To quantify near/far fields, we define the critical interference range r to be the largest distance from a receiver at which a single interferer could be located and still cause an outage, i.e., the largest r such that
Thus roughly a disc of radius r around each successful receiver should contain no transmitter. Note that the suppression range of radius r is only a necessary condition for successful reception because far field interferers may still contribute an aggregate interference high enough to cause an outage. However as discussed in the sequel, a suppression range of radius r is indeed close to a sufficient condition.
There is a fundamental difference in considering interference in a narrow band versus a spread spectrum system. As shown in Fig. 2 , r is usually larger than the transmission range d in a narrow-band system. By contrast, in a spread spectrum system, r would be smaller than d if the spreading factor m were large. This allows one to schedule concurrent overlapped transmissions, as long as there is no interfering transmitter within a range r of another receiver. Note that r depends on the transmission range and associated power control strategies and the level of allowable overlapping depends on m.
We can show that near-field interference as captured by nodes within a distance r from a receiver, see (2) , provides a reasonable approximate abstraction for the relevant source of interference, particularly when α is large. To see this, let B(x, r) denote a ball centered at x with a radius r. We let the event E1 denote the occurrence that at least one interferer is within B(O, r) which in turn would necessarily cause an outage for a receiver at the origin. It follows that the outage probability for a typical receiver po(λ, d) is such that
For a Poisson point process with intensity λ, the probability of E1 is given by
As shown in Fig. 3 , in the low outage regime, the outage lower bound provided by P(E1) is very accurate. Indeed, one can analytically show this bound has a slope of πd
at the point of zero outage, which equals to the slope of exact outage probability solution when α = 4 [15] . The slope, i.e., the linearization of the outage probability/lower bound is also shown in Fig. 3 . The point of this analysis is to support the intuitive abstraction for the interference and outage in a network where nodes randomly distributed: nearby interferers within interference range r contribute most outage and thus only considering near-field interference, is reasonably accurate. This abstraction allows simple consideration on how contention among transmitters-receivers occurs. Dumbbell model: modeling concurrent transmissions and spatial reuse in spread spectrum ad hoc networks. Consider a spatially distributed set of transmitters. We assume that a transmitting node suppresses all receive nodes within a critical range r -see (2) . Indeed the high interference from such nodes would preclude successful reception. Similarly, a receiver must have no interfering transmitters within a distance r of itself. As discussed earlier, these are only necessary conditions nevertheless good approximations to ensure successful transmissions. Equivalently, as shown in the left panel in Fig. 4 , each transmission corresponds to a dumbbell with disks of radius r/2 at the transmitter and receiver, connected by a bar of length d. A successful transmission is modeled by a dumbbell without prohibited overlaps, i.e., no transmit disc overlaps with a receive disc on either end.
3 Thus, among the three contending transmissions on the left panel in Fig. 4 , only two transmissions can be successful. This is shown on the right panel in Fig. 4 . Spatial reuse corresponds to realizing a high spatial density of dumbbells subject to at least satisfying the rules on overlaps. We shall use this dumbbell model to illustrate contention and later clustering phenomena among transmissions. Subsequent MAC designs will not be based on this dumbbell model and our simulations will factor the actual interference seen by receiver, i.e., both near and far field contributions. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MAC PROTOCOLS
Let us reconsider the previous analysis results to understand basic MAC protocols including random access and contention resolution schemes, from the perspective of the overall system 'capacity', outage probability, and associated overheads. We will show that they tend to be very inefficient. Further by considering an idealized contention resolution mechanism, we will motivate a novel approach based on inducing clustering among MAC layer contenders.
Random access MAC protocol
Maximizing capacity. We consider a simple model for a random access protocol with no carrier sensing or handshaking akin to those in [14] [15] [1] [19] . The basic premise is that spatially distributed nodes randomly (or based on a predefined pseudo-random sequence) choose to be transmitters and do so without contending/signaling with each other. The lack of a coordination phase among concurrent transmitter-receivers reduces overheads but increases the likelihood of failed transmissions. One might ask, what is the spatial intensity of contenders that maximizes the intensity of successful transmissions given a fixed transmission distance d. po(λ, d) ) and the intensity of contenders λ. The figure shows numerical results for λs(λ, s) using the exact analysis of outage probability in [15] , and the approximate linear upper bound discussed earlier, i.e.,
One can in principle determine the λ which maximizes λ s(λ, d), say λ * , which according to (4) is roughly given by
and λs(λ
Note from Fig. 3 to achieve a maximal capacity, one incurs a high outage probability, roughly 0.5. This observation, also holds for the exact analysis in [1] , wherein transmitters use a exponentially distributed transmission power and outage probability at the optimal contender intensity maximizing the capacity is roughly 1 − e −1 ≈ 0.63. The key observation here is that maximizing capacity based on a random access MAC will require a high density of transmitters resulting in high spatial reuse but also a high likelihood of outage. Outage in turn may be associated with poor energy efficiency, causing retransmissions and thus increased loads, or congestion collapse, and further compromise packet delay or service quality. Maximizing capacity subject to an outage constraint. If energy and/or system performance are a concern it is reasonable to limit outage, say not to exceed a small constant . This in turn places a limit on the intensity of contenders λ and intensity of successful transmissions λs. The following result found in [19] 
In other words for small , say 10 −2 , one obtains an intensity of successful transmissions which is roughly linear , i.e., a fairly low capacity which is truly only reasonable for very low traffic loads. To summarize, as is well known, random access MAC protocols tend to be suitable for low load situations. Here we stress that for MAC protocols based purely on spatial random access can only achieve a moderate spatial reuse but will incur a high outage probability and thus poor energy efficiency.
Simple contention resolution and hand shaking reduces data collisions but does not increase spatial reuse
The random access MAC model considered above is quite crude, in the sense that transmitter nodes send data without prior signaling and thus some transmissions are lost due to outages. More sophisticated protocols introduce carrier sensing and contention/signaling phases prior to data transmission [5] [9] [17] . Only the 'winners' of the contention/signaling process subsequently transmit. The goal of contention is to eliminate/defer certain contending transmitters, which will cause excessive interference and likely outage to other receivers if all transmit at the same time. The goal of signaling is to do hand-shaking between a transmitter and receiver to ensure that the intended receiver is indeed available. For example, typical signaling mechanisms use three way handshaking. A transmitter sends a request-to-send (RTS) message to its intended receiver. A receiver which successfully gets a RTS message replies back with a clear-to-send (CTS) message, which is hopefully in turn received by the transmitter and suppresses other neighboring transmitters with high probability. After a successful hand-shake, the data is transmitted. With such handshaking in place one can ensure receivers are available, and possibly dramatically reduce the likelihood of outage during actual data transmissions. Signaling messages can be quite small relative to data packets and thus such mechanisms are worthwhile to reduce outages on data transmission and save on energy even if this is at the cost of failures in signaling during the contention/handshaking process. An analysis of the capacity in this case need only factor the density of successful RTS/CTS exchanges one can achieve, with the outage probability during data transmissions being negligible. Thus, assuming CTS signals are always successful, the spatial density of successful transmitters is roughly the same to the random channel access case, i.e., such signaling scheme may not help much to improve spatial reuse. More improvement on spatial reuse can be realized by proper back-off strategies which are effective under light loads. However, considering the much reduced interference range when using CDMA, see Fig. 2 , simple variations of RTS/CTS or carrier sensing based narrow-band MAC protocols are too conservative, leading to a poor spatial reuse.
Idealized contention resolution
Intuitively MAC contention resolution schemes 'remove' transmissions with prohibited overlaps. For example, consider the realization of the contenders on the top left panel of Fig. 5 . In this case two receivers have a prohibited overlap and only one transmission will be successfully scheduled by the RTS/CTS handshaking scheme discussed earlier -see the middle figure on the top of Fig. 5 . Yet a sophisticated contention resolution mechanism could achieve a better spatial reuse. For example, an idealized contention resolution process in place might allow at least one of a set of prohibited overlaps to survive -i.e., remove dumbbells with prohibited overlaps one at a time until no such overlaps were left. A possible result with two successful transmissions of such an idealized scheme is shown on the top right panel of Fig. 5 . A simulation of such an idealized scheme is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5 : on the left is a realization of contenders while on the right is a subset of successful transmissions. Successful transmitters and receivers tend to be clustered. Note that this idealized scheme is much better in terms of spatial reuse than simply removing all transmitter-receiver pairs with prohibited overlaps, yet it would not be straightforward to implement.
4
Our simulations systematically exhibited two key aspects of contention-based MAC that have perhaps not been fully appreciated to date. First, as shown in our earlier analysis to achieve a high density of successful transmissions, i.e., a dense packing of dumbbells, one needs to have a high density of contenders. As a result, a significant number of transmitters will need to defer due to contention resolution or see a high outage probability under random access MAC protocol-roughly 50%. The second observation, is that successful transmitters and receivers are clustered, in particular when efficient spatial reuse is achieved -see right panel in 4 Implementing such contention resolution in a distributed system requires substantial signaling. Note that signaling also involves contention. Thus achieving successful signaling in turn causes significant overheads per transmission. . This is a unique property of spread spectrum-based ad hoc networks where receivers are capable of interference averaging and thus can tolerate certain level of neighboring interference. This suggests that by explicitly inducing spatial clustering in contention mechanisms, one might further improve spatial reuse. We consider this next.
MAC PROTOCOLS BASED ON INDUCING SPATIAL CLUSTERING
One can consider inducing spatial clustering of transmitters in many ways. To intuitively show the benefit of inducing clustering we first consider an idealized deterministic placement. Then we propose two approaches. The first assumes that nodes contend synchronously and are aware of their locations. These capabilities are used to directly generate a spatial clustering of transmitters. The second assumes nodes are able to monitor interference levels to roughly infer relative locations of nodes and use signaling stages to achieve clustering of transmissions. We use these two representative distributed mechanisms to exhibit the benefits of inducing spatial clustering in a practical system.
Idealized deterministic clustering.
We begin by considering an idealized deterministic clustering of transmitters and receivers. The pioneering work of [10] showed that the optimal spatial reuse can be achieved by placing transmitters/receivers on a regular grid. We shall extend their result to a spread spectrum ad hoc network where optimal spatial reuse is achieved by clustering.
Assume we are free to select both the locations and states, e.g., transmitter or receiver, of nodes. Specifically, as shown on the left in Fig. 6 , we assume tight clusters of transmitters and receivers are placed at the centers of cells in a regular square grid of size d 2 according to a checkerboard pattern. Each transmitter is assumed to transmit to a distinct receiver in one of the four neighboring cells and so has a fixed transmission range d. The number of nodes n within each cluster will be determined to ensure all transmissions are successful. Let π d n denote a set of locations in R 2 , corresponding to n-clustered transmitters in this checkerboard configuration, and where the origin corresponds to the center of a receive cluster cell. As seen earlier, in order for a transmitter at X0 to successfully send to a receiver a distance d located at origin one must have that 
Inducing clustering based on a virtual grid.
In practice, one can not choose the placement of transmitters and receivers, i.e., it is unrealistic to expect that one can arrange for such a checkerboard clustered pattern. Yet for a homogeneous distribution of transmitters wishing to send a distance of roughly d one can approximate this pattern. Suppose, for example, that nodes are location aware and can determine their location relative to a known virtual grid of span d whose location evolves in a 'random' but known manner with time. This can be achieved with GPS-capable synchronized nodes, that share a randomization seed driving the evolution of the grid - [14] [13] [2] have used this shared seed idea to allow nodes to infer other nodes' states. Given this information and an a priori convention, a node can determine if it lies within a current transmitter/receiver cluster. As shown on the right of Fig. 6 , we assume for now that nodes within a transmitter cluster transmit/relay to receivers in a neighboring receiver cluster.
Furthermore we let the parameter s determine the spatial scale of clustering and thus proximity of clustered nodes. Note that nodes that do not fall in either a transmitter or a receiver cluster region can defer, e.g., enter the sleep mode, unless they are sources or destinations.
5 'Random moving' of the grid happens in relatively large time scale and is mainly for balancing long-term energy consumption. If s is too small, each cluster will contain but a few transmitters and we may under-utilize the available capacity. If it is too large, there may be too many transmitters and/or interference variability (due to increased proximity), resulting in outages at receivers. So one may consider what is a good choice for s depending on the intensity λ of the Poisson point process Π of active nodes.
Let us first evaluate the outage probability of a receiver at the center of a receiver cluster and use this as an approximate estimate for the outage probability of a typical receiver. As for the deterministic placement, we will focus on the nearest 4 transmit clusters as the source of interference. Using Campbell's theorem [18] , we can evaluate the mean and variance of the interference as follows. 
((i×d, j×d), s) is the union of these transmit cluster discs of radius s which are closest to the origin. Then
E[Y ] = λ A(s) ρ|x| −α dx, Var(Y ) = λ A(s) ρ 2 |x| −2α dx.
✷
Assuming Y is approximately Gaussian the outage probability for a receiver located at the origin is given by
Suppose in fact each transmitter finds a distinct receiver and thus there are no collisions due to concurrent transmissions to a receiver. Then for a fixed λ and d one can consider optimizing the cluster scale s so as to maximize the mean number of successful transmitters per cluster. Let n * denote maximal mean number of successful transmissions per cluster, i.e., given by
One may consider two regimes corresponding to different node density. Regime 1: High node density. In this regime, the clustering scale s d, i.e., the chosen nodes are clustered closely around the center of each cell. This is akin to the deterministic placement considered earlier. However each cluster will have a random, Poisson distributed, number of nodes with mean λπs 2 . In this regime Fact 4.2 gives
We can in turn estimate the outage probability using (7) . Note this optimization problem depends only on z = λπs 2 , the mean number of contending nodes per cluster.
As shown on the left panel of Fig. 7 , in regime 1, the capacity achieved is close to the case of idealized deterministic placement. As shown on the right panel in Fig. 7 , in this high density regime, we again obtain a transmission capacity that grows roughly linearly in In general if the intensity of active nodes is not extremely high, the optimal choice for s will become comparable to d, i.e., one needs to increase the cluster scale so that a sufficient number of nodes can be scheduled. In this case the statistics of the interference, given in Fact 4.2, are affected by both the variability of the number of nodes per cluster, and their spatial variability within the cluster and relative to the origin. As shown on the left of Fig. 7 in Regime 2, if the spatial intensity λ is too small and there is not a sufficient number of nodes inside each cluster of size s, this negatively impacts the capacity. As λ grows larger, the capacity improves but the improvement eventually is marginal. Even in this regime, the achieved capacity is still significantly larger than random access/ALOHA. As shown on the right of Fig. 7 , the capacity improves in m β sub-linearly but closer to linearly when λd 2 is larger. Summary -virtual grid mechanisms. Note that (not shown in Fig. 7 ) for both high density and low density regimes, the outage probability is significantly lower at the operating point achieving the highest transmission capacity, e.g., only about 5% for m β = 30 compared with the outage probability of 50% in random access/ALOHA-like protocols, and this improves in m. When α = 2, the capacity gain becomes marginal and independent of m. However, the benefit of low outage remains significant and improves with m.
An ad hoc network may have a non homogenous spatial density of nodes or traffic. Thus it is desirable to let the clustering scale adapt to such inhomogeneities. A straightforward approach would be to modify the our virtual grid mechanism such that each cell i has different cluster scale si. In this case the choice of si might be selected based on our analysis, i.e., s
), where λi is the local node intensity in virtual cell i.
The virtual grid approach achieves a good tradeoff be- tween capacity and energy efficiency. For example, nodes that are not covered by the transmit or receive cluster areas, can put themselves to sleep, until the grid moves. Furthermore, the overheads are low because nodes can infer locality of traffic and thus contention or signaling are not required, except that collisions where two or more transmitters send to the same receiver must be avoided. Collisions should be unlikely however, since the corresponding routing protocol should take advantage of long relay distance to achieve load balancing. The achievable capacity is close to that achieved by an ideal deterministic placement. Note that relatively low spatial intensity compared with spatial scale d may negatively impact the overall capacity because it prevents this mechanism from effectively inducing clustering.
Inducing clustering via multistage contention.
As seen in Section 3.2, protocols for ad hoc networks based on contention resolution and handshaking induce weak clustering among scheduled nodes -see Fig. 5 . Since this is particularly beneficial to enhance the capacity of spreadspectrum based ad hoc networks, one might ask how these mechanisms might be optimized. Below we consider a representative approach of this type, starting with the case where nodes use a common transmission distance/power and then connecting to the case where they use heterogeneous transmission distance/power.
A multistage contention scheme.
Let us consider inducing clustering through a modified synchronous multi-stage RTS/CTS mechanism. Consider a two-stage example with the timing diagram shown in Fig. 8 .
Stage 1 handshaking: In Stage 1 a subset of transmitters perform the three-way handshaking with their intended receivers, i.e., RTS, CTS, followed by an additional 'confirmation' RTS message. Only transmitter-receiver pairs who successfully exchange the three messages survive the first stage. These survivor pairs serve as 'seeds' for clusters in the subsequent handshaking stage(s This process can be carried out through multiple stages for a higher level of spatial reuse and might be performed in different ways, e.g., survivors of Stage 1, might also concurrently participate in Stage 2, to permit estimation of aggregate interference, rather than simply local interactions.
As exhibited by the simulation in Fig. 9 , nodes that survive Stage 1 only achieve 'weak' clustering while Stage 2 survivors are dense and clustered. One may naturally ask:
• How does Stage 1 (simple contention) realize initial weak clustering and interact with subsequent stage(s) to realize these gains?
• What is the capacity gain provided by multistage contention process and how should it be optimized?
In the sequel, we will use our dumbbell model to analyze the multistage contention process and answer these questions. First, we need to formally define thresholds which are used to decide when signals should be deemed strong enough to result in suppression. The critical range analysis, see (2) , suggests that a single interferer will cause outage for a transmitter-receiver pair using transmit power level ρ over a transmission range d, if the interference, as seen at the receiver exceeds
To tolerate measurement uncertainty in the interference, we introduce a backoff factor c, where 0 < c ≤ 1 and thus a signal will be deemed strong if it exceeds c ×
Note that c should be close to 1 otherwise we may be too conservative in utilizing available capacity. For purposes of visualizing this with 'dumbbells' and analytically studying clustering phenomenon later, we calculate the clearance range rc around transmitters and receivers to be rc = c
'Weak' clustering from Stage 1. To quantify the clustering effect after Stage 1, we will consider given a successful monitor, which is more efficient than [11] in which all nodes have to do consistent monitoring. receiver at the origin, what is the intensity of other successful receivers around the origin after Stage 1. 'Clustering' means the intensity of successful receivers should be higher close to the origin. Let λ (1) and λ (2) denote the intensity of contending transmitters in Stage 1 and 2 respectively. Consider a receiver that succeeds Stage 1 and suppose it is located at the origin O. Since it was successful during Stage 1 it must have cleared a disc of radius rc of transmitters around it. Now conditioning on this receiver contending transmitters outside the disc are still homogenously distributed with intensity λ (1) . Specifically let us evaluate the intensity of successful receivers within the ball B(O, rc) centered at the origin, Fact 4.3 summarizes the results in this regard. 
with ω = rc/x and cos θ = .
Fact 4.3 shows that given a successful receiver at the origin, the probability ps(x) that another Stage 1 receiver at distance x away from it is successful decreases quickly with distance. Furthermore, the conditional intensity of other successful receivers within B(O, rc) forms a non-homogenous Poisson process with intensity λ (1) s (x) -the graph on the right in Fig. 10 exhibits this decay in intensity as a function of x. This decay is more significant when intensity is larger. Note that the above analysis was carried out by conditioning on a random event -'a successful receiver at O', with probability 1 − po decreasing in λ (1) , and thus the clustering in Stage 1 does not really increase significantly in λ (1) . Optimizing the additional clustering realized by Stage 2. An intuitive explanation for the substantial clustering after Stage 2 is that survivors of Stage 1 serve as seeds to Stage 2 by creating areas around transmitters and receivers where they suppress receivers and transmitters respectively, in order to avoid close-by interference and further enhance clustering in subsequent stages. In fact these results point to the robustness of the proposed two stage signaling. Because the first stage 'seeds' the Stage 2 clusters, the second stage is able to handle fairly high density of contenders achieving a high success rate. Overall, unlike Stage 1, the system capacity is not as sensitive to the intensity of Stage 2 contenders. Furthermore only transmitters which know they will not severely interfere a Stage 1 receiver would in fact attempt Stage 2 signaling. 
To maximize (9), i.e., maximize spatial reuse, we solve for the optimal λ (2) ≈ 
Handling multi-class or non-homogenous traffic and node distributions.
A realistic network may support transmissions with different relay distances for at least two reasons. First, spatial intensity of nodes may be heterogenous and nodes may need to use different distances to maintain connectivity. Second, applications sharing the network may have different QoS requirements and possibly require different relay strategies, e.g., relaying on different spatial scales, see the discussion of 'spatial multiplexing' and Fig. 1 in Section 1. In this case nodes should use power control to choose transmit power levels corresponding to the desired relay distances. Inducing spatial clustering to achieve high spatial reuse faces additional difficulties in this context because monitoring nodes can not correctly infer what are the interference regions of contending nodes in the previous stage(s) given a mixture of heterogeneous transmissions with different power levels.
One approach to deal with this problem is via a multiclass and multi-stage contention process. The basic idea is to allow transmissions with higher transmission power to perform handshaking first so as to enable transmitters and receivers in subsequent stages to detect their RTS/CTS and correctly estimate interference regions. Specifically, consider a network where nodes use one of k possible relay distances di, i = 1, . . . k satisfying d1 > d2 . . . > d k each with an associated transmit power level ρ t i , i = 1 . . . k. Suppose these power levels are known, and the associated ranges are such that typically the receive power are the same, e.g., ρ
Note that this is unrealistic and we will discuss imperfect power control vs. relay distance later in Section 5. In the sequel we refer to nodes which choose relay distance di to be of class i. Our new contention protocol is a variation on the multi-stage RTS/CTS/RTS process considered earlier. In particular we assume that only class i nodes perform handshaking at Stage i based on monitoring interference levels for stages 1, . . . i − 1 and thus inferring whether they will interfere with or be interfered by contenders in previous stages, by taking into account predefined power levels used at each stage. We do not cover implementation details here due to space constraint.
The intuition for this choice is that by allowing only a given class to contend at a particular stage, nodes monitoring the process can obtain reasonable estimates of the proximity of contenders based on a priori knowledge of their transmitting power levels and the received interference levels. Furthermore the ordering in which classes contend (based on transmission ranges) is enforced because if i < j then the packing achieved by class i is likely to be less dense than that of class j. This ensures that large range transmissions are effectively packed prior to committing to short range ones. This ordering also ensures a contender will hear the signaling of all relevant contenders with higher transmission power in previous stages. This approach, achieves a multiscale clustering and high spatial reuse of successful transmissions. Fig. 11 , exhibits a realization of a two-class scenario. Transmissions with long relay distances and larger interference regions (dumbbell size) are scheduled in Stage 1, while transmissions with shorter relay distance are scheduled in Stage 2. As can be seen, in addition to clusters of receivers for both classes of transmitters, additional fine scale clustering of short range transmission fill the void area remaining after Stage 1. Summary -multi-stage contention and clustering. First, when the contention parameters are properly configured, multistage contention can achieve close-to optimal capacity with 2 or 3 stages. See [20] for more performance evaluations. Second, the associated overhead for each successful transmission, is fairly close to the simple RTS/CTS mechanism with additional overhead to monitor local interference levels. Finally the previous clustering and passive monitoring of the contention process benefit the next round of contention reducing the sequential failure rate of contention significantly, e.g., by 65% relative to homogenous Poisson point process in our simulations. For example, assuming nodes switch between transmit and receive modes, successful transmitters in a given round tend to cluster, making themselves likely to be successful in the next round as receivers.
PRACTICAL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
The previous section suggests a mechanism for inducing spatial clustering on multiple scales has some significant benefits in terms of meeting QoS requirements and enabling power savings while achieving efficient spatial reuse. This section gives some thoughts on design and implementation considerations. Due to space constraints, we will only briefly introduce some of the problems.
Synchronization. Throughout this paper, we have assumed a slotted system with synchronous contention and transmission. We believe synchronization is critical for efficient MAC scheduling in ad hoc networks. First, data transmission and ACK are well protected after handshaking, which eliminates the need for maintaining states, e.g., NAVs in 802.11 and [11] . Second, synchronous contention provides better priority access and thus better QoS support than asynchronous implementations [17] . Although synchronization incurs extra overheads, such as inter-frame spacing, similar MAC inefficiency also exist for asynchronous contention resolution in which the required carrier sensing usually causes conservative back-off both spatially and temporally. Therefore benefits of synchronization will warrant these overheads.
Spreading factor. Our clustering approach requires a system with a large spreading factor, i.e., , which would allow clustering to work well even for systems with relatively moderate spreading.
Transmission power and range. To be effective, our multi-stage contention MAC requires pre-defined power levels. This is actually a realistic model since real devices typically only do discrete power control. Yet the transmission range can continuously change rather than fixed per class as assumed in this paper. This leads to a variable interference range r even at the same transmitting power level. Thus a back-off criterion should always conservatively assume monitored transmissions are of the maximal transmission range allowed by the power levels associated with each class. This causes a penalty in the capacity, but only marginal in particular when path loss is large.
Node spatial distribution. We have assumed homogeneous Poisson point process throughout this paper. What if the spatial density is not homogeneous? For the multistage contention, existing clustering patterns may indeed help the performance and this scheme is very robust for inducing clustering among contenders for different scenarios. By contrast, the virtual-grid scheme, works well in a 'dense' network, i.e., when there are many nodes within each virtual cell of size d 2 . In a 'dense' network, our virtual-grid scheme is robust to fluctuations of spatial density.
Routing protocol. The importance of routing has been mentioned in previous items. In particular, the challenge in the new design paradigm proposed in this paper is to enable long relay distance. Maintaining the information of all the nodes in a large neighborhood may not be feasible. Thus the actual design may try to discover preliminary routes consisting small hops and associated power budget. Then a source node may recompute a new route by skipping some relay points on preliminary routes. At the same time, using spread spectrum results in a reduction in the bandwidth per channel, while enabling multiple quasi orthogonal channels. Thus a routing algorithm for such networks should carefully spatially balance traffic loads across available nodes (channels) to achieve efficient operation.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have considered MAC design for ad hoc networks based on a spread spectrum physical layer. Our interests in considering such networks are multiple, and involve effective ways of addressing quality of service, energy efficiency, and efficient spatial multiplexing of bursty traffic, etc. We are specifically interested in the regime where the transmission range of a node exceeds nearest neighbor scales and thus is likely to include a number of other potential transmitters. In other words the transmission range may in fact exceed several nearest neighbor hops. In this case a properly designed MAC and spread spectrum physical layer will permit overlaying of concurrent transmissions without resulting in outage. The key observation in this paper is that for such a physical layer technology an efficient packing of transmitter-receiver pairs will be one exhibiting clustering of receive and transmit nodes. As such we propose a novel approach to MAC design whereby clustering is induced in the contention process with a view on enhancing capacity, and sketch two distributed approaches that achieve this end.
